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Abstract
The paper outlines a technique for estimation of the size and shape of an inelastic zone evolving around a crack
tip during the tensile failure of structures/structural members made of quasi-brittle building materials, particularly
cementitious composites. The technique is based on an amalgamation of several concepts dealing with the failure
of structural materials, i.e. multi-parameter linear elastic fracture mechanics, classical non-linear fracture models
for concrete (equivalent elastic crack and cohesive crack models), and the plasticity approach. The benefit of this
technique is expected to be seen in the field of the determination of fracture characteristics describing the tensile
failure of quasi-brittle silicate-based composites. The method is demonstrated using an example of a (numerically
simulated) fracture test involving the three-point bending of a notched beam and validated by experimentally
obtained results of three-point bending and wedge-splitting tests taken from the literature.
c© 2010 University of West Bohemia. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Fracture of quasi-brittle materials is accompanied by formation and evolution of an inelastic
zone around the propagating crack tip. This zone, referred to as the fracture process zone
(FPZ), is responsible for the non-linear manner of the quasi-brittle fracture. In this zone the
material is damaged via various failure mechanisms on several levels of material structure. The
FPZ size can not be neglected in relation to the size of the structures/structural members made
of quasi-brittle materials; it may be comparable in size to the material’s basic constituents (e.g.
the aggregate size in the case of cementitious composites) or be greater in extent by up to
two orders of magnitude [5, 11, 21, 24]. The existence of this zone influences the values of
fracture-mechanical properties determined by some of the standardized evaluation procedures
from records of fracture tests, e.g. those based on the work-of-fracture method [18], as was
extensively reported in literature (for the most relevant see [2, 7, 9, 12, 23]). This is caused by
the fact, according to the opinion of the authors, see e.g. [29, 19], that the characteristics of the
FPZ do not enter these evaluating procedures.
For determination of either the propagating crack tip position or rather the entire FPZ ex-
tension during the fracture process several experimental techniques have been reported in the
literature (summarized e.g. in [21, 24]). Holographic interferometry technique was used in
combination with digital image analysis to determine the FPZ extent from specimen surface
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strain fields [21, 24]. Other reported successful techniques utilize such phenomena as acous-
tic emission [14, 17, 15], X-ray radiation [24, 17], and infrared thermography [24]. Recently,
a method based on micro/nano-indentation of side surfaces of a cracked specimen has been
tried out [30] in order to disclose the spatial (surface) distribution of mechanical properties of
the tested material from which the extent of the material damage zone accumulated during the
fracture process can be estimated.
In the paper an analytical method is shown which enables modelling of the FPZ during the
fracture process in quasi-brittle materials, and the estimation of its size and shape. The energy
dissipated within the FPZ during fracture can then be related to the extent of this zone of failure,
which can result in the refining and better specification of the procedures of determination of
fracture-mechanical characteristics of quasi-brittle materials, especially fracture energy [18]. In
this paper, application of the method is illustrated in the context of fractures of notched beams
under three-point bending and wedge-splitting test specimens.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Classical non-linear models for quasi-brittle fracture
As was already mentioned above, the fundamental characteristic of the tensile failure of quasi-
brittle materials is the existence of the FPZ around the crack tip. This phenomenon is the reason
for the non-linear fracture behaviour of these materials. Non-linear models developed for quasi-
brittle fracture are divided into two basic groups according to the approach to its capture.
The simplest class of these models, which are known as equivalent elastic crack models
(EECM), simulate the cohesive fracture of quasi-brittle materials by replacing the real body,
which contains a crack of a certain initial length and a FPZ ahead of it, with a brittle body with
an effective (sharp) crack longer than the initial one, and then forcing both bodies to exhibit the
same structural behaviour. The essential advantage of these models is the linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM) apparatus preserved for analyses within these models. The effective crack
model [16] is the representative of this group utilized in the presented technique. The effective
crack length in the loaded body is determined based on the change in the secant compliance of
the body between the initial and the current stage of the fracture process.
Amore advanced class of models which consider the mutual cohesive effect of crack faces in
the vicinity of the crack tip resulting in non-linear fracture behaviour are referred to as cohesive
crack models (CCM). According to this approach a crack and the FPZ evolving around the
crack tip in a quasi-brittle body is modelled by an extension∆a of the original crack of length
a. The crack faces are clamped by cohesive forces on a section of the cohesive crack extension
from the crack tip up to a point where the crack opening displacement is critical. The progress
of fracture modelled by the cohesive crack approach can be described as follows: If the external
loading of the body causes such a stress distribution at the original crack tip that the stress
component opening the crack exceeds the tensile strength of the material, the original crack
starts to propagate and the newly formed faces of the crack extension ∆a are compressed by
cohesive stress σ(w), where w is the crack opening. By this process a realistic situation is
modelled in which an FPZ arises and starts to develop at the initial crack tip. When the current
crack opening w at the initial crack tip position exceeds a critical value wc, the whole cohesive
zone starts to shift forward through the body. This situation corresponds to the separation of
the FPZ from the original crack tip and the beginning of its movement through the body. An
increment of the stress-free crack remains behind the FPZ. The technique for the reconstruction
of FPZ size and shape described hereinafter employs tools used in the fictitious crack model
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by Hillerborg et al. [8], which is a representative of cohesive crack models for quasi-brittle
materials. Nowadays, the main applications of these models are their implementations into FEM
codes developed for the design and assessment of concrete and reinforced concrete structures
(e.g. ATENA [6], DIANA, etc.).
2.2. Multi-parameter fracture mechanics
Williams’ solution for an elastic isotropic homogeneous 2D body with a crack [32, 13] provides
an approximation of stress and deformation fields within the body by means of its expansion
into a power series. For a stress tensor it holds:
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The first term of the series (1) or (2), respectively, is singular with regard to the distance r from
the crack tip (it tends to infinity for r → 0) and the constant A1 from this term corresponds to
the stress intensity factor K. The second term is constant with respect to the value of r and is
referred to as T -stress. The rest of the terms take finite values for arbitrary r.
For an approximate description of the stress and deformation fields in the very vicinity of
the crack tip (the asymptotic fields) it is possible to consider only the first term (which is the
case of classical fracture mechanics) or the first two terms (the case of two-parameter fracture
mechanics) of the series and ignore the terms for n > 2, as they converge to zero for r → 0.
This is possible because the failure of an ideally brittle material starts at a single point — the
crack tip — for which the asymptotic description holds true.
However, in the case of a quasi-brittle material the FPZ arises and evolves around the crack
tip; the size of this zone can not be neglected in relation to the dimensions of the cracked body
(including the crack length). And if one needs to describe the more distant surroundings of the
crack tip, higher order terms of the Williams’ series must be taken into account. The FPZ size
substantially exceeds a range in which the stress state can be described accurately enough only
by means of classical fracture mechanics or even two-parameter fracture mechanics. Therefore,
the approach when more terms of the Williams’ series are used to describe stress and displace-
ment fields in the cracked body can be referred to as an application of multi-parameter LEFM.
3. Estimation of the plastic zone in metallic materials
The size and shape of the plastic zone in elasto-plastic materials influences crack behaviour
substantially. For an estimation of its extent two-parameter fracture mechanics (the description
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of the near-crack-tip fields performed by means ofK and T — elastic — or J and Q— elasto-
plastic [13]) is usually utilized, as its size is relatively small (small scale yielding). In the
procedure of plastic zone contour calculation an equivalent (comparative) measure of the stress
field near the crack tip, determined e.g. from principal stresses with the use of the Mises or
Tresca yield criterion, is compared with a particular critical value [1, 20], which is the value of
yield stress or yield stress in shear, respectively. Eq. (2) can be rearranged into a closed form
that for a particular angle θ explicitly returns the radius r. An example of the extent of plastic
zones for both plane stress and plane strain conditions is depicted in fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Plastic zone estimation for the plane stress (dashed line) and plane strain (solid line) states for
Mises (left) and Tresca (right) yield criteria (courtesy of S. Seitl [20])
4. Estimation of the fracture process zone in quasi-brittle cementitious materials
For the estimation of the fracture process zone in quasi-brittle materials a concept similar to
that outlined in the previous section is proposed. However, essential modifications are neces-
sary. The first concerns the size of the (plastic) zone. Cementitious materials are characterized
by much lower tensile strength than metallic materials, and this results in a plastic zone1 of
much greater extent. The second reason is the cohesive manner of the quasi-brittle fracture.
Cohesive stress is transferred between crack faces with an adequately small opening displace-
ment. Therefore, the fracture process zone is much larger also in the direction opposite to the
crack propagation, and this is due to the cohesive forces caused by various fracture mechanisms
(taking place at the (nano-,) micro- and mezo-level).
A detailed description of the proposed method for FPZ extent estimation is performed
in [27, 28]. Here we only highlight the fundamental ideas/approaches on which the technique
is primarily based:
• Equivalent elastic crack models [16, 11] are used for the estimation of the effective crack
tip during the fracture process. The effective crack model enables calculation of the effec-
tive crack length in the cracked body from the change in compliance of the body between
the beginning and the current stage of the fracture process. The iterative procedure de-
scribed in detail in [25] is employed.
1The term ‘plastic’ is used here because of the similarity of the concept with that described in sec. 3. In reality,
the failure mechanisms in quasi-brittle cementitious composites are of a different nature (e.g. microcracking,
aggregate interlock, crack bridging and branching etc. [21, 11, 24]).
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• Multi-parameter linear elastic fracture mechanics [32, 13] is used for a description of
the stress field in the specimen (not necessarily only in the very vicinity of the crack
tip). Within the more distant surroundings of the crack tip, the consideration of which
is essential for quasi-brittle materials with a large FPZ, higher order terms of Williams’
series (eq. (2)) are taken into account.
• The theory of plasticity [10, 31] is employed for the determination of the zone of material
where the equivalent stress exceeds the tensile strength. The Rankine failure criterion
is used in this paper; however, other criteria suitable for cementitious composites, e.g.
those of Drucker-Prager or Willam-Warnke [31] are possible. The contour of the Rankine
equivalent stress profile is determined using the Newton’s iteration method in this proce-
dure. Direct solution of the radius r and angle θ might not be appropriate if more than
two terms of Williams’ series are used (for up to two terms of the series the radius r can
be explicitly expressed as a function of the angle θ).
• Cohesive crack models [8, 21, 5] are taken into account when introducing the cohesive
law into the procedure of FPZ range estimation. This approach aids in capturing the
non-linear behaviour of (cohesive) material in the FPZ. The FPZ is assembled as a union
of plastic zones determined at points on the face of the propagating crack (i.e. previous
crack tip positions) where the crack opening displacement is lower than its critical value.
These approaches are used within the processing of fracture test records, typically load-
displacement diagrams (P–d diagrams, see e.g. fig. 3 right), in the following sequence:
i) For individual stages of the fracture process, i.e. the points of the P–d diagram, the length
of the equivalent elastic crack is estimated by means of the effective crack model.
ii) The stress state in a body with an effective crack is approximated through Williams’
power series; the number of terms in the series must be chosen with respect to the mutual
relation between the assumed FPZ size/shape and the size/shape of the body (with respect
to the distance between the FPZ and the free boundaries of the body).
iii) The extent of the zone where the until-now elastic material starts to fail, denoted here
as ΩPZ (the initials ‘PZ’ in the subscript stands for Plastic Zone), is determined by com-
paring the tensile strength ft of the material to a proper characteristics of the stress state
around the crack tip (some sort of equivalent stress σeq, for cementitious composites e.g.
the Rankine failure criterion can be employed). As was already mentioned above, the es-
timation of the plastic zone boundary is performed iteratively using the Newton’s method.
iv) The crack opening displacement profile for each crack tip position is calculated via ap-
propriate LEFM formulas, e.g. from [22].
v) In agreement with the cohesive crack approach, the FPZ is supposed to extend from the
zone of the current failure around the current crack tip (at stage i, denoted as ΩPZ,i),
where the selected stress state characteristic (equivalent stress σeq) exceeds the tensile
strength ft, up to a point on the crack faces where the value of crack opening displacement
reaches its critical value (i.e. the value of the cohesive stress drops to zero). This point
corresponds to a prior stage of the fracture process (let’s denote it by the subscript k, and
the zone of failure corresponding to that stage as ΩPZ,k). For a given stage i the FPZ is
considered to be a union of zones ΩPZ with indices from the interval 〈i, k〉.
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In this paper two alternative FPZ expressions are considered. In the first case, the FPZ is
denoted as ΩFPZ,basic; the union of the individual plastic zones is performed simply without
any other treatment. In the second case, ΩFPZ,scaled, the zones for the individual indices (corre-
sponding to points on the crack face, i.e. locations of the effective crack tip during prior stages
of fracture) are scaled by a factor corresponding to the relative value of the cohesive stress for
those points, i.e. by σ(w)/ft. The envelope of ΩPZ zones for all stages of the fracture represents
a region in which some sort of damage has taken place during the fracture process throughout
the entire specimen ligament. It is denoted here as ΩWRAP. This method of FPZ definition
for the current crack tip is based on the assumption that the energy dissipation in the failure
processes occurs at those points in the body where the equivalent stress σeq appropriate to prior
stages of the fracture has exceeded the tensile strength ft (failure mechanisms have started to
proceed there).
The construction of an FPZ evolving during fracture in quasi-brittle materials is illustrated
in fig. 2. The thick solid lines in the graph indicate the initial crack face, and the front and
back boundaries of the specimen. The other lines correspond to the boundaries of the zones
described above: the plastic zone ΩPZ,i for the current crack tip position (point i); the plastic
zone ΩPZ,k for the last crack tip position (point k), where the cohesive stress is still active at
the i-th stage of the fracture process; the fracture process zone (i.e. the union of plastic zones
within the range of action of the cohesive stress) in two possible variants of its representation
(basic vs. scaled); and the wrap (i.e. the union of plastic zones for all crack tip positions along
the specimen ligament –– the area where the material undergoes damage).
The procedure is being developed as a JAVA application under the name ReFraPro (Recon-
struction of Fracture Process) [26].
Fig. 2. FPZ construction: typical cohesive law for quasi-brittle materials (top); boundaries of the above-
described formulations of zones of failure (bottom)
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5. Examples
5.1. Numerically simulated test of a Single-Edge Notched beam under Three-Point Bending
(SEN-TPB)
Let us consider a notched beam of dimensions L×W ×B equal to 0.48× 0.08× 0.08 m with
an initial crack/notch of length a0 = 0.008 m (relative notch length α0 = a/W = 0.1) loaded
in three-point bending (see fig. 3 left). The beam is supposed to be made of concrete with
the following fracture-mechanical parameters: tensile strength ft = 3.7 MPa, fracture energy
GF = 93 Jm
−2 and exhibiting exponential (Hordijk’s, see e.g. [6]) softening.
The fracture test of the beam was simulated numerically using ATENA software [6] for this
illustrative example. The recorded load-displacement diagram is plotted in fig. 3 right, where
six stages of the fracture process are emphasized (A to F) which correspond to relative effective
crack lengths α equal to 0.15, 0.35, 0.53, 0.7, 0.87, and 0.97 (respectively).
Fig. 3. SEN-TPB testing configuration (left), numerically simulated P–d diagram for the above-
described beam including values for six stages of the fracture process (right)
In fig. 4, the central part of the SEN-TPB specimen (highlighted in fig. 3 left) is displayed
with a depiction of the evolution of the following quantities/phenomena corresponding to stages
of the fracture process indicated in the P–d diagram, fig. 3 right:
• Equivalent stress distribution over the specimen (left column). From this picture one can
estimate the extent of the plastic zone, i.e. the zone of material damage that initiates at the
current load step. The stress level corresponding to the value of tensile strength, which
creates the boundary of the plastic zone, is displayed in black.
• Extent of the fracture process zone, i.e. of the area where the cohesive stress is active.
Both representations of the zone considered in this paper (i.e. basic and scaled) are de-
picted (middle columns). The intensity of the cohesive stress is indicated by colour (gray)
scale — the lightest colour indicates that the cohesive stress value is equal to tensile
strength; the darkest corresponds to zero cohesive stress.
• The extent of the area where the material undergoes damage, denoted here as ‘WRAP’
(right column). It is created as an envelope of the plastic zones in all stages of the fracture.
For the construction of the zones four terms of the power series (see equation (2)) (the
values of coefficients A1 to A4 for their evaluation were taken from [13]) and the Rankine
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Fig. 4. Central part of the SEN-TPB specimen displaying the evolution of the equivalent (Rankine) stress
distribution, the FPZ extent in both the basic and the scaled expression with indications of the intensity
of the cohesive stress over the FPZ, and the WRAP extent, all for the six stages of the fracture process
indicated in the load-displacement diagram in fig. 3
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Fig. 5. Experimental set-up and dimensions of WST [14] (left) and load-displacement diagram (right)
failure criterion (in a plane stress state) are taken into account — such settings were proved to
be applicable in previous studies by the authors [27, 28].
5.2. Experiments on Wedge-Splitting Test (WST) and SEN-TPB specimens
Two sets of tests were selected for comparison with the results of the presented (semi-) analyt-
ical method from the rather modest amount of published works dealing with the experimental
estimation of the zone of tensile failure in quasi-brittle cementitious composites. Techniques
based on acoustic emission (AE) scanning were considered under the assumption that AE phe-
nomena are similar to the approach employed within the proposed method.
The first set is the WST series conducted by Mihashi and Nomura [14]. They tested two sets
of concrete and mortar specimens differing in strength and aggregate size. The experimental set-
up with an indication of the specimens’ dimensions is depicted in fig. 5 left. No P–d diagrams
were reported in the paper and therefore we conducted our own numerical simulations in order
to estimate the structural behaviour of the specimens, which serves as an input for the developed
procedure. The numerical simulation was performed in ATENA software [6]; the material
model was tuned according to the compressive strength of the material reported in the paper.
Two specimens were selected for which the damage zone was reported in the paper: specimens
marked as C10 and C20 (both from series B, maximum aggregate size equal to 10 and 20 mm,
respectively) with compressive strength fc = 34.8 and 30.5 MPa, respectively. The simulated
P–d diagrams do not differ much, which is apparent from fig. 5, therefore a smoothed variant
of the C10 P–d curve was used as the input for the procedure. The values of the other necessary
parameters were taken as being the same as for the numerical simulation: tensile strength ft =
2.8 MPa, fracture energy Gf = 60 Jm
−2, and Hordijk’s exponential softening curve. The other
settings were analogous to those in the previous example, e.g. four terms of Williams’ series
(taken from [13] for CT geometry) and the Rankine failure criterion in a plane stress state.
The progress of the FPZ extent with an indication of the intensity of the cohesive stresses
within it2 for six selected stages of the fracture process (emphasized in fig. 5 right) is shown in
2Here another scale is applied: From light grey corresponding to σcoh = ft, through dark gray, back to light
gray corresponding to σcoh = 0).
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Fig. 6. WST specimen displaying the evolution of the FPZ extent (basic expression) for selected stages
of the fracture process with indications of the cohesive stress intensity (top row); the WRAP extent for
two stages of the fracture process in comparison to the damage zone estimated experimentally using
AE [14]
the top row of fig. 6. The extent of the zones in which the AE sources were located (indicated
by the small circles) in the two considered specimens by Mihashi and Nomura [14] is then
compared to the WRAP extent in the bottom row of the fig. 6; for stage B (peak load) on the
left, and for the end of fracture on the right. Very good agreement can be seen, especially for
the final stage of the tests.
The second experimental data set was published by Muralidhara et. al [15]. They conducted
SEN-TPB tests on two sizes of specimens accompanied again by AE scanning. From their series
of experiments only one test (the specimen marked D2T20UB02) was reported in detail. The
test configuration with the dimensions of the selected specimen is shown in fig. 7 top and the
P–CMOD curve (where CMOD is the crack mouth opening displacement) present in their
paper is plotted in fig. 7 left. From the reported P–d curve (where d is the mid-span deflection),
see fig. 7 right, it is obvious that some problems have occurred during measurement of the
deflection3. Therefore, numerical simulation in the ATENA software was again performed. The
parameters of the material model were tuned so that the simulated and experimentally recorded
P–CMOD curves match. Using the relationship between these curves the ‘true’ experimental
P–d curve was subsequently reconstructed, the smoothed version of which was then used as
the input for the procedure for the estimation of the damage zone extent. The values of other
3The displacement was probably recorded using an LVDT sensor which was fitted to the frame of the testing
machine instead of using a measuring frame fitted directly to the specimen. If this is the case, the part of the
displacement occuring due to the pushing of the supports into the specimen is also recorded. However, only the
part of the displacement corresponding to the crack propagation is relevant for the analysis.
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Fig. 7. Test configuration and dimensions of the SEN-TPB specimen [15] (top), load-crack mouth open-
ing displacement diagram and load-deflection diagram, respectively (bottom)
Fig. 8. Central part of the SEN-TPB specimen displaying the evolution of the WRAP extent for four
selected stages of the fracture process in comparison to the experimentally estimated damage zone [15]
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necessary inputs to the procedures were again equal to the values of the parameters of the
material model used for the simulation: compressive strength fc = 42.5 MPa, tensile strength
ft = 4.3MPa, fracture energy Gf = 90 Jm
−2, and Hordijk’s exponential softening curve. Four
terms of Williams’ series and the Rankine strength criterion were employed.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the predicted and the measured extent of the damaged
zone at four stages of the test. The scatter of the AE event locations is higher whilst the density
of the AE events is lower (especially for the initial stages of fracture) in the case of the Muralid-
hara et. al test in comparison to the Mihashi and Nomura tests. The experimentally estimated
extent of the zone of cumulative damage was again predicted quite well.
6. Discussion of results
The first example serves as an illustration of some of the abilities of the developed procedure.
The setting of the material parameter values (as the inputs to the procedure) in connection with
rather small specimen dimensions results in estimation of considerable FPZ extent and WRAP
width. In this case a relatively very accurate description of the stress state for the points far from
the crack tip is necessary — it is obtained by using of at least 4 terms of Williams’ series. In
cases of larger specimens and/or more brittle materials 3 or even 2 terms may be sufficient. In
contrast, for cases where the size of the FPZ takes even larger portion of the specimen’s volume
it is necessary to describe the stress field even more accurate.
Validation of the developed technique is performed only partially here, as the experimental
data available in the literature (in most cases AE data) usually provide the zones of cumulative
failure through the entire fracture process. Such zones correspond to the envelopes of the FPZs
referred to as WRAPs in this paper. As can be seen in figs. 6 and 8, the agreement in this aspect
is reasonable.
However, a deeper analysis of the experimental data must be made, in particular that con-
cerning the energetic demands of the individual AE events (which can influence the extent of
the damage zone, both FPZ and WRAP) and concerning the assignment of the individual AE
events to the individual steps of the test (which should reveal the current extent of the FPZ). For
future work it is intended to locate some experiments on such aspects in the literature and/or to
conduct them ourselves. The authors also plan to compare the outputs of the procedure to data
obtained by other types of experimental technique, e.g. methods based on X-ray radiation or
(nano-) micro-indentation. Verifications by means of numerical tools based on lattice models
are currently being investigated by the authors as a complement to the experimental evidence.
7. Conclusions
In the paper a method is shown which provides an estimation of the size and shape of the frac-
ture process zone, which is a typical feature accompanying the fracture process in quasi-brittle
materials. This method employs a combination of various approaches from different fields of
theory of fracture mechanics and plasticity, yields reasonable results and contains considerable
potential. This technique is being developed in order to create/refine procedures which en-
able the determination of fracture parameters of quasi-brittle materials independent of the size,
shape and boundary conditions of laboratory test specimens. The procedure shall relate the
energy dissipated in the FPZ to its volume and is currently under intensive investigation by the
present authors.
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